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Integrating implications from regulatory focus and approach/avoidance motivation theories, we present
a framework wherein motivational orientations toward positive (approach motivation orientation) or
negative (avoidance motivation orientation) stimuli interact with workplace success to mediate the
relation of core self-evaluation (CSE) with job satisfaction. Using data collected from supervisor–
subordinate dyads (Sample 1) and time-lagged data (Sample 2), we found that the results from two
studies indicated that the interaction of workplace success and avoidance motivation orientation mediated
relations of CSE with job satisfaction. Although approach motivation orientation did not interact with
workplace success, it did mediate the CSE–job satisfaction relation on its own. Implications for the CSE
and approach/avoidance literatures are discussed.
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Core self-evaluation (CSE; Judge, Locke, & Durham, 1997)
represents a latent construct accounting for the shared variance
among four self-evaluative traits: self-esteem, generalized self-
efficacy, emotional stability, and locus of control (Judge, Erez,
Bono, & Thoresen, 2003). Defined as “fundamental assessments
that people make about their worthiness, competence, and capa-
bilities” (Judge, Bono, Erez, & Locke, 2005, p. 257), CSE was
proposed to account for dispositional effects on job satisfaction. In
this regard, CSE has proven successful, with studies supporting the
relation of CSE with job satisfaction (Brown, Ferris, Heller, &

Keeping, 2007; Chang, Ferris, Johnson, Rosen, & Tan, 2012).
Noting that much of the CSE literature draws upon approach and
avoidance—or sensitivity toward positive and negative stimuli,
respectively—Ferris and colleagues (Chang et al., 2012; Ferris et
al., 2011) proposed conceptualizing CSE from an approach/avoid-
ance perspective, arguing that high CSE individuals are more
likely to adopt approach motivation orientations and less likely to
adopt avoidance motivation orientations. Supporting this view,
they found approach/avoidance orientations mediated the relation
of CSE with job satisfaction.

While an approach/avoidance perspective on CSE is useful, a
simple mediation model fails to incorporate theoretical work on
promotion focus and prevention focus, which predicts that the
effects of approach/avoidance motivation orientations (or promo-
tion and prevention regulatory focus) are themselves moderated
(Higgins, 2001). In particular, effects of approach/avoidance mo-
tivational orientations within a domain depend on success in that
domain (Higgins, 1997). A more complete integration of CSE
within approach/avoidance paradigms therefore necessitates a
moderated mediation model wherein CSE’s effects are mediated
by the interaction of motivation orientation and workplace success.

We test such a model to explicate CSE’s relation with job
satisfaction. In particular, we argue that high CSE individuals are
more likely to adopt approach and less likely to adopt avoidance
motivation orientations at work. These motivation orientations
subsequently interact with workplace success to mediate the effect
of CSE on job satisfaction. In testing this model, we make a
number of theoretical and empirical contributions. First, we inte-
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grate the hierarchical model of approach/avoidance motivation
(HMAAM; Elliot, 2006) with regulatory focus theory (RFT; Hig-
gins, 1997). Both of these theories share a focus on approach/
avoidance constructs but have evolved to focus on separate issues;
we illustrate how these two theories relate and can be integrated to
create novel hypotheses. Second, our work both contributes to and
extends approach/avoidance perspectives on CSE because we take
advantage of the predictions born out of this integration to better
understand CSE’s effects. Finally, we provide empirical tests of
unexamined proposals that the effects of approach/avoidance ori-
entations on job satisfaction are moderated by workplace success.

The Hierarchical Model of Approach/Avoidance
Motivation

Approach and avoidance, or a sensitivity to positive and nega-
tive stimuli, respectively, have been proposed as general organiz-
ing principles guiding the relation of individual differences and
motivation constructs to various outcomes (Elliot & Church, 1997;
Elliot & Thrash, 2002). In particular, Elliot proposed that humans
have two separate biologically based approach and avoidance
temperaments whose effects are manifested in personality traits,
affective dispositions, and motivation systems. Approach and
avoidance temperaments form the most distal or upper level of the
HMAAM; at the lowest level are outcomes such as performance,
satisfaction, or well-being. The influences of approach and avoid-
ance temperaments on outcomes are mediated by mid-level moti-
vation mechanisms: general approach or avoidance motivation
orientations (i.e., mental frameworks individuals apply to partic-
ular domains such as education) regarding positive or negative
stimuli (Elliot & McGregor, 2001). These motivation orientations
are generally thought to relate to approach/avoidance tempera-
ments in a congruent fashion, with approach (avoidance) temper-
aments relating to approach (avoidance) motivation orientations
(Elliot & Thrash, 2002).

Ferris and colleagues (2011; Chang et al., 2012) have suggested
CSE can be viewed from a HMAAM framework, arguing CSE
represents an indicator of approach and avoidance temperaments.
Examining the loading of CSE on latent approach and avoidance
temperament factors, their results indicated CSE loaded strongly
on both approach and avoidance factors: individuals with high
(low) CSE therefore are more (less) likely to adopt approach goals
and less (more) likely to adopt avoidance goals. They also found
that CSE had positive and negative relations with work-related
approach and avoidance motivations, respectively, which in turn
mediated CSE’s effects on performance. We expected CSE to
relate similarly to work-based approach/avoidance motivation ori-
entations in the present study.

Regulatory Focus Theory

Like the HMAAM, approach/avoidance themes form a large
part of RFT. In particular, RFT outlines a noncausal hierarchy
wherein behavior is directed toward positive or negative “goals,
standards, or reference points” (Scholer & Higgins, 2008, p. 490),
referred to as the regulatory reference or the system level that
forms the top level of the hierarchy. Higgins’ main insight, how-
ever, was that we can achieve a given outcome through two paths,
referred to as one’s regulatory focus or the strategic level and

representing the second level in Higgins’ hierarchy.1 In particular,
individuals can either adopt a promotion focus—defined as “self-
regulation . . . concerned with the presence and absence of positive
outcomes”—or a prevention focus—defined as “self-regulation
. . . concerned with the absence and presence of negative out-
comes” (Higgins, 2000, p. 1219). For example, to achieve a pos-
itive system level goal, one can either approach or promote a
match with the positive end state or one can avoid or prevent a
mismatch with the positive end state. Thus, if a goal (or regulatory
reference) at the system level is to be a good worker, you can
achieve this by adopting at the strategic level either a regulatory
focus directed toward promoting a match with the goal (e.g., “To
be a good worker, I will gain five new clients weekly”) or a
regulatory focus directed toward preventing a mismatch with the
goal (e.g., “To be a good worker, I will ensure I lose no clients”).

In RFT, whether one adopts a promotion or prevention regula-
tory focus is determined by things such as task instructions, the
nature of the task, or individual differences (Higgins, 1997). With
respect to the latter, Higgins introduced the notion of chronic
regulatory focus, or chronic individual differences in tendencies to
adopt either a promotion or prevention focus at the strategic level.
In particular, individuals with a chronic promotion (prevention)
focus typically adopt a promotion (prevention) focus at the stra-
tegic level. Whether one has a chronic promotion or prevention
focus depends on childhood influences such as parental styles that
emphasize the presence or absence of positive stimuli, satisfaction
of nurturance needs, and focus on attaining ideals and advance-
ment, or parental styles that emphasize the presence or absence of
negative stimuli, satisfaction of safety needs, and focus on safety
and responsibility (Higgins, 1997).

Integrating RFT and the HMAAM

As this review suggests, RFT and HMAAM possess common
themes—both outline how individual differences predict strategies
or motivations individuals typically use and incorporate sensitivity
to positive and negative stimuli (see Table 1).

The Role of Individual Differences in RFT and the
HMAAM

In the HMAAM, individual differences are represented by
approach/avoidance temperaments (and indicators thereof, e.g.,
CSE), which are biologically based sensitivities to positive and
negative stimuli. In RFT, individual differences are represented by
chronic regulatory focus. Notably, approach/avoidance tempera-
ment’s emphasis on sensitivity to positive and negative stimuli is
also reflected in how promotion and prevention foci are concep-
tualized (see prior definitions). However, chronic promotion and

1 A third level subordinate to the strategic level—the tactic level—has
also been proposed (see Scholer & Higgins, 2008, for more information).
At this level, specific tactics used to achieve the strategies (i.e., the
regulatory focus) are delineated. Given that in this study we did not delve
into specific tactics used to achieve strategies, we do not discuss this
further; however, it should be noted that just as promotion and prevention
strategies can be used to achieve either positive or negative regulatory
references, so too can promotion and prevention tactics be used to achieve
either promotion or prevention regulatory strategies (see Scholer, Zou,
Fujiata, Stroessner, & Higgins, 2010, for an example).
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prevention foci also encompass the extent to which individuals
seek to achieve their ideal or ought selves. For example, Higgins
(2000, p. 1219) noted that “certain modes of caretaker–child
interaction increase the likelihood that children will acquire strong
promotion concerns reflecting hopes, wishes, and aspirations for
them (strong ideals) or strong prevention concerns reflecting be-
liefs about their duties, obligations, and responsibilities (strong
oughts).” This latter definition adds a concern with hopes, wishes,
and aspirations (i.e., one’s ideal self) or with duties, obligations, and
responsibilities (i.e., one’s ought self) to chronic promotion and pre-
vention focus, respectively. Thus, by definition chronic promotion
and prevention focus encompasses both identical as well as unique
aspects (e.g., ideals and oughts) vis-à-vis approach/avoidance temper-
aments.

This dual focus on approach/avoidance temperament and ideal–
ought selves is problematic for measuring chronic promotion–
prevention orientation, with some measures focusing on ideal–
ought selves and others on approach/avoidance temperament
(Summerville & Roese, 2008). However, at a theoretical level,
regulatory focus research often centers on how chronic promotion
and prevention foci represent sensitivity to positive and negative
stimuli (Higgins, Shah, & Friedman, 1997) and how such foci fit
with tasks focused on positive or negative stimuli (e.g., Shah,
Higgins, & Friedman, 1998), raising questions of how integral
ideal and ought selves are to measures of regulatory focus. We
believe ideal and ought selves need not be considered a critical part
of chronic promotion–prevention focus measures; rather,
caretaker–child interactions that emphasize ideals or oughts can
lead to a chronic promotion or prevention focus (Higgins, 1997).
Although priming ideals or oughts may induce sensitivity to pos-
itive or negative stimuli (Higgins, Roney, Crowe, & Hymes,
1994), we view the effects of promotion and prevention focus as
owing to sensitivity to positive or negative stimuli rather than
ideal–ought selves.

Approach and Avoidance Motivation in the HMAAM
and the Strategy Level in RFT

Motivation orientations from the HMAAM and the strategic level
of RFT also exhibit overlap. In particular, the strategic level is “the
general plans or means for goal pursuit” (Scholer & Higgins, 2008, p.
490), while motivation orientations have been referred to as similarly
broad response patterns or mental frameworks (Button, Mathieu, &
Zajac, 1996; VandeWalle, Brown, Cron, & Slocum, 1999). The
strategic level and motivation orientation both involve sensitivity
toward positive and negative stimuli that is influenced by individual
differences or situational characteristics (Higgins, 1997; Payne,
Youngcourt, & Beaubien, 2007). Finally, Scholer and Higgins (2008)
noted that approach/avoidance motivation orientations and the strate-
gic level of RFT can be characterized as synonymous. Where the two
theories have typically diverged is in the operationalization of the
strategic level, with the HMAAM involving measures of approach
and avoidance general motivation orientations for use in field settings
(e.g., class performance; Elliot & Church, 1997) without explicitly
differentiating the particular goal or regulatory reference in terms of
positive (e.g., achieve good performance) or negative (e.g., avoid bad
performance) reference points. On the other hand, RFT typically uses
specific assigned reference points and manipulates regulatory focus in
experimental settings.

For the present article, two implications stand out from the
integration of these theories. First, the integration broadens RFT
by suggesting that in addition to chronic regulatory foci, indicators
of approach/avoidance temperament—such as CSE—likely influ-
ence the adoption of different regulatory strategies at the strategic
level. Second, the integration broadens the HMAAM by suggest-
ing that the mediating effects of general motivation orientations
are susceptible to boundary conditions postulated in RFT. In
particular, RFT suggests that regulatory success (i.e., whether one
is doing well in the regulatory domain) moderates the effects of the
strategic level on the nature and intensity of hedonic experiences

Table 1
Summary of the Hierarchical Model of Approach/Avoidance Motivation (HMAAM) and Regulatory Focus Theory (RFT)

Variable HMAAM RFT

General structure Motivation orientations mediate the effects of
approach/avoidance temperaments on outcomes

Individuals adopt a promotion or prevention focus at
the strategic level to achieve regulatory references
or outcomes at the system level

A causal hierarchy wherein approach/avoidance temperaments
influence the adoption of congruent approach/avoidance
motivation orientations

A noncausal hierarchy wherein either a promotion or
prevention focus may be adopted in service of a
regulatory reference

Role of individual differences Represented by biologically based approach/avoidance
temperaments and indicators thereof (e.g., core self-
evaluation)

Represented by chronic promotion or prevention
regulatory focus

Individual differences act as differences in sensitivity to
positive and negative stimuli

Individual differences act as differences in sensitivity
to positive and negative stimuli, as well as
concern with one’s ideal self (chronic promotion
focus) and one’s ought self (chronic prevention
focus)

Comparison of motivation
orientations and strategic
level

Motivation orientations are broad response patterns/mental
frameworks for goal pursuit

Strategic level is “the general plans or means for
goal pursuit” (Scholer & Higgins, 2008, p. 490)

Note. Each theory contains elements not discussed here (e.g., ideographic goals and tactics); for parsimony, this table highlights the most germane aspects
of each theory for the present paper and is not meant to comprehensively review both theories. For a more complete description of each theory, see Elliot
& Thrash, 2002, 2010; Higgins, 1997; Scholer & Higgins, 2008.
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(Idson, Liberman, & Higgins, 2000). We next consider how reg-
ulatory success—a RFT concept—can be applied to a HMAAM
perspective on CSE to advance researchers’ understanding of how
CSE relates to job satisfaction.

CSE and Job Satisfaction: Applying the Integration of
RFT and the HMAAM

Defined as “a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting
from the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences” (Locke, 1976,
p. 1300), job satisfaction reflects the sum total of hedonic experi-
ences and cognitive beliefs referencing one’s job (Weiss & Cro-
panzano, 1996). The nature and intensity of hedonic experiences
derive from motivational processes (Carver & Scheier, 1998), with
Higgins (1997, 2001) arguing hedonic experiences arise as a
function of two separate factors. The first is whether one has an
approach or avoidance motivation orientation (i.e., promotion or
prevention focus at the strategic level, hereafter referred to as
approach/avoidance motivation orientation), while the second is
experiencing success or failure (i.e., whether one is doing well in
the relevant motivational domain). Together, these two factors
determine the intensity of the positive or negative tone associated
with the hedonic experience.

To illustrate, one employee may take an approach motivation
orientation toward his or her job; another may take an avoidance
orientation (see Table 2). Success is conceptualized as a gain (i.e.,
receiving the positive outcome one was striving to achieve) for
approach-oriented employees, whereas it is conceptualized as a non-
loss (i.e., not receiving the negative outcome one was striving to
avoid) for avoidance-orientated employees. Failure is conceptualized
as a nongain (i.e., missing out on the positive outcome one was
striving to achieve) for approach-oriented employees, whereas it is
conceptualized as a loss (i.e., receiving the negative outcome one was
striving to avoid) for avoidance-oriented employees. Another way to
consider these four potential outcomes is in terms of the presence or
absence of the target of the orientation. In particular, a gain represents
the presence of a positive outcome one was seeking (e.g., success at
work), while a loss represents the presence of a negative outcome one
was avoiding (e.g., failure at work). In each case, what one was
seeking to approach or avoid ultimately occurs. In contrast, a nongain
represents the absence of a positive outcome, while a nonloss repre-
sents the absence of a negative outcome; in each case, what one was
seeking to approach or avoid ultimately does not occur. As such,
“success” can be represented as either the presence of a positive
outcome (gain) or the absence of a negative outcome (nonloss).

“Failure” can be represented as either the presence of a negative
outcome (loss) or the absence of a positive outcome (nongain). This
distinction is critical when examining hedonic consequences associ-
ated with approach and avoidance orientations (Higgins, 1997), as
gains and losses produce more intense hedonic experiences than
nongains and nonlosses. Called the “feature-positive” principle (Hig-
gins, 2001), this suggests that consequences of an event (hedonic and
otherwise) are experienced more intensely when dealing with the
presence of an event rather than its absence (Idson et al., 2000).

This research holds implications for how CSE might relate to job
satisfaction through its effects on approach/avoidance motivational
orientations toward one’s job. Consistent with the HMAAM and past
work (Ferris et al., 2011), we expected high CSE individuals to be
more likely to adopt approach motivation orientations and less likely
to adopt avoidance motivation orientations (and vice versa for low
CSE individuals). Consistent with RFT, this prediction suggests that
the effects of CSE on job satisfaction are mediated by the interaction
of success at work with the approach and avoidance motivation
orientations toward work fostered by CSE. If hedonic intensity is
maximized when gains and losses are present, then satisfaction should
be most affected when approach-oriented employees experience suc-
cess at work (i.e., a gain) and when avoidance-oriented employees
experience failure (i.e., a loss). In contrast, satisfaction should be least
affected when approach-oriented employees experience failure (i.e., a
nongain) and avoidance-oriented employees experience success (i.e.,
a nonloss) because hedonic intensity is minimized when nongains and
nonlosses are present. Although this pattern of effects has been hinted
at by Brockner and Higgins (2001), it remains untested. Integrating
this idea with research suggesting CSE is positively related to ap-
proach motivation and negatively related to avoidance motivation
(Ferris et al., 2011) indicates a moderated mediation model in which
the interaction of approach/avoidance orientations and work success
mediate CSE’s effect on job satisfaction.

Hypothesis 1: The effect of CSE on an individual’s job satis-
faction will be mediated through the interaction of approach
orientations with workplace success such that the indirect
effect of CSE on job satisfaction will be stronger when the
individual is successful (vs. unsuccessful) at work.

Hypothesis 2: The effect of CSE on an individual’s job satis-
faction will be mediated through the interaction of avoidance
orientations with workplace success such that the indirect
effect of CSE on job satisfaction will be stronger when the
individual is unsuccessful (vs. successful) at work.

Table 2
The Meaning of Success and Failure Across Approach and Avoidance Orientations

Variable

Motivation orientation

Approach (e.g., achieve maximal performance, obtain bonuses)
Avoidance (e.g., maintain minimal performance

standards, avoid reprimands)

Success Defined as “gain” Defined as “nonloss”
Presence of positive outcome (named “employee of the month”) Absence of negative outcome (retaining a client)
High hedonic intensity (positive) Low hedonic intensity (positive)

Failure Defined as “nongain” Defined as “loss”
Absence of positive outcome (e.g., not named “employee of the month”) Presence of negative outcome (losing a client)
Low hedonic intensity (negative) High hedonic intensity (negative)
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In the present study, we conceptualized success as achievement
of good results in an area where one desires to do positively.
Assuming that individuals are motivated to do well in their jobs
and careers, we operationalized success using supervisor-rated job
performance (Sample 1) and self-rated career performance (Sam-
ple 2). Supervisory performance ratings are a fitting proxy for
workplace success, as such ratings are heavily influenced by the
extent to which subordinates are productive and well liked in the
workplace—or whether the employee is achieving both task suc-
cess and social success (Wayne & Ferris, 1990). However, it has
also been argued that given the changing nature of the psycholog-
ical employment contract between employers and employees—
wherein both parties recognize the short-term nature of the rela-
tionship—the extent to which people are achieving their career
goals irrespective of performance in a specific organization also
denotes success (Welbourne, Johnson, & Erez, 1998). For exam-
ple, one may accept a position knowing it will be challenging and
one may not excel in the role but view it as providing skills or
connections that ultimately serve career goals within or outside the
organization. To assess this broader conceptualization of success,
we measured self-rated career role success in Sample 2.

Method

Participants and Procedure

Sample 1. Survey data were collected from 137 matched pairs
of employees and their immediate supervisors. The majority of
surveys were distributed to business contacts (48%), university
alumni (27%), and full-time workers enrolled in evening and
weekend master of business administration (14%) and psychology
courses (11%) at a university in the southeastern United States.2

Initially, 200 surveys containing measures of CSE, motivation
orientations, and job satisfaction were distributed to employees,
155 of whom completed and returned the survey. These partici-
pants were then given the job performance measure to pass along
to their supervisor. Supervisors returned the surveys using a self-
addressed, stamped envelope. Of the 155 supervisor surveys dis-
tributed, we received useable data from 137 supervisors. We
randomly contacted 20% of supervisors to verify that they indeed
completed the measure of job performance (all indicated they had).

Sample 2. Participants were recruited using StudyResponse
(www.studyresponse.com), a nonprofit service that matches re-
searchers to participants (Stanton & Weiss, 2002). Participants
completed three surveys, spaced 1 week apart, in exchange for $10
gift cards. First, 275 participants were sent an e-mail describing the
study and providing the link to online measures of the CSE traits;
258 completed these measures. One week later, these participants
were e-mailed a link to a measure of motivation orientations,
which 250 participants completed. These participants were then
e-mailed a link to measures of success and job satisfaction 1 week
later, which 227 participants completed (all analyses were con-
ducted using the data from these 227 participants). Table 3 pro-
vides demographics for focal participants in both samples.

Measures

Core self-evaluation traits. We measured the four CSE traits
separately and used structural equation modeling (SEM) to create

a latent CSE factor (Johnson, Rosen, & Levy, 2008). To minimize
common method bias, we separated our scales by at least one filler
scale and used different 5-point anchors for each scale (Johnson,
Rosen, & Djurdjevic, 2011). Self-esteem was measured via Rosen-
berg’s (1965) 10-item scale (� � .88; e.g., “I feel that I have a
number of good qualities”) in Sample 1 and via six items (� � .73)
from Goldberg’s (1999) International Personality Item Pool (IPIP;
e.g., “I feel comfortable with myself”) in Sample 2. Generalized
self-efficacy was measured via eight items from Goldberg’s (1999)
IPIP (e.g., “I complete tasks successfully”) in Samples 1 (� � .82)
and 2 (� � .89). Locus of control was measured via six items from
Levenson’s (1981) scale (e.g., “I believe that my success depends
on ability rather than luck”) in Samples 1 (� � .78) and 2 (� �
.75). Emotional stability was measured via eight items from Gold-
berg’s (1999) IPIP (e.g., “I rarely get irritated”) in Samples 1 (� �
.87) and 2 (� � .90).

Motivation orientation. For Sample 1, we used 12 items (see
Appendix) developed by Johnson and Chang (2008) to assess
work-based promotion (six items; � � .84) and prevention focus
(six items; � � .80). Participants responded to these items using a
scale ranging from 1 (This statement does not describe me) to 5
(This statement accurately describes me). In support of the scale’s
validity, Johnson and Chang found the subscales related in ex-
pected ways with markers of approach/avoidance motivation (e.g.,
behavioral activation and inhibition systems). Although approach/
avoidance motivation orientations and strategy-level regulatory
focus are synonymous, we sought to replicate our results using a
measure of approach/avoidance motivation. Thus, in Sample 2, we
used 12 items from Elliott and Thrash (2010) measure to explicitly
assess approach (six items; � � .85; e.g., “When I want something,
I feel a strong desire to go after it”) and avoidance (six items; � �
.90; e.g., “When it looks like something bad could happen, I have
a strong urge to escape”) motivation. The instructions were
adapted to reflect motivation orientation at work. Participants
responded to the items using a 7-point scale (1 � strongly dis-
agree; 7 � strongly agree).

2 Statistical comparisons of the subsamples revealed that no systematic
differences existed across the four recruitment sources (i.e., business con-
tacts, university alumni, master of business administration students, and
psychology students).

Table 3
Demographics for Participants in Samples 1 and 2

Sample demographic
Sample 1
(N � 137)

Sample 2
(N � 227)

Gender 62% male 54% male
Age (average in years) 33.5 (SD � 8.3) 42.8 (SD � 10.9)
Race/ethnicity 41% White 80% White

26% Hispanic or
Latino

8% Asian
American

23% African
American

6% African
American

Job tenure (average in
months)

37.3 (SD � 10.2) 70.8 (SD � 9.2)

Hours worked per week 43.2 (SD � 7.6) 40.2 (SD � 8.2)
Occupation 37% retail/service 38% retail/service

35% professional 28% professional
17% government 18% government
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Job satisfaction. Job satisfaction was measured via three
items (� � .90) developed by Seashore, Lawler, Mirvis, and
Cammann (1982; e.g., “All in all, I like my job”) in Sample 1 and
via three items (� � .90) developed by Cammann, Fichman,
Jenkins, and Klesh (1979; e.g., “All in all, I am satisfied with my
job”) in Sample 2. Participants responded to these items using a
5-point scale (1 � This statement is not accurate; 5 � This
statement is entirely accurate).

Workplace success. In Sample 1, we operationalized success
using supervisor ratings on Williams and Anderson’s (1991) mea-
sure of in-role performance (� � .84; e.g., “Adequately completes
assigned duties”). Supervisors responded to these items using a
5-point scale (1 � strongly disagree; 5 � strongly agree). In
Sample 2, we measured self-rated success via four-item (� � .92)
from Welbourne et al.’s (1998) career success subscale. Using a
5-point scale (1 � needs much improvement; 5 � excellent),
participants rated how successful they were in obtaining career-
related outcomes (e.g., “Obtaining personal career goals”).

Analytic Strategy

We tested our SEM model with Mplus Version 5.0 using
maximum-likelihood estimation. We used a two-stage proce-
dure (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988), first assessing the measure-
ment model and then the hypothesized structural model. CSE
was modeled using scale scores for CSE traits, motivation
orientations using item parcels (see Hall, Snell, & Foust, 1999),
and success and satisfaction using item-level data. To assess
model fit, we followed Hu and Bentler’s (1999) two-index
presentation strategy (values � .95 for the comparative fit index
[CFI] and standardized root-mean-square residual [SRMR] val-
ues � .08 suggesting adequate fit). We estimated several struc-
tural models for testing moderated mediation (Muthén, 2004).
First, we assessed the fit of a baseline mediation model not
including hypothesized interactions (if this model has poor fit,
then a moderated mediation model is not viable). We tested a
moderated mediation model by comparing nested models where
paths from motivation orientation by success interactions to job
satisfaction were freely estimated versus constrained to zero.
We estimated interactions using Klein and Moosbrugger’s
(2000) latent moderated structural equation approach. Moder-
ated mediation is present when paths from the two interaction
terms to job satisfaction are significant and when model fit is
significantly better if these paths are freely estimated versus
constrained to zero; although conventional fit indices are not
available when assessing latent variable interactions, one can
assess changes in model fit via log likelihood difference chi-
square tests (Muthén, 2004).

Results

Descriptive statistics and correlations among observed variables
in Samples 1 and 2 are presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
In both samples, the fit of the five-factor measurement model was
acceptable: Sample 1: �2(80) � 158.14, CFI � .96, SRMR � .05;
Sample 2: �2(109) � 244.67, CFI � .95, SRMR � .06. All factor
loadings were significant. Across samples, the measurement model
had better fit than the independence model, where correlations
among the five latent factors were constrained to be zero, both in

terms of absolute fit—Sample 1: �2(90) � 365.98, CFI � .72,
SRMR � .27; Sample 2: �2(119) � 602.60, CFI � .82, SRMR �
.28—and the change-in-chi-square test—Sample 1: ��2(10) �
207.87; Sample 2: ��2(10) � 357.93.3

CSE theory has been criticized for not providing justification for
examining the higher order factor rather than the lower level traits
(Johnson et al., 2008, 2011). We believe it is appropriate to
examine the higher order CSE construct as “the unified CSE trait
may be more beneficial in research aiming to maximize prediction
of broad outcomes” (Chen, 2012, p. 158), which is true for our
study (i.e., both motivation orientations and overall job satisfaction
are relatively broad outcomes). We also addressed this issue em-
pirically by testing whether adding paths from each trait to the
motivation orientations explained incremental variance beyond the
CSE factor. Using our Sample 1 data as an example, we specified
a model where the traits loaded on CSE, which in turn had paths
to approach and avoidance motivations. This model had good fit:
�2(32) � 62.75, CFI � .98, SRMR � .06. We then added paths
from each of the four traits to both motivation orientations, pro-
ducing a model with the following fit statistics: �2(24) � 50.16,
CFI � .95, SRMR � .07. The change in chi square was not
significant, nor were any of the paths from the traits to motivation
orientations (all paths � .17).4 Taken together, the theoretical and
empirical evidence suggests merit in examining the higher order
CSE factor.

We tested the hypothesized structural model by first specifying
a baseline mediation model where the relation of CSE to job
satisfaction was mediated by approach and avoidance orientation
(direct paths from CSE to success, from approach and avoidance
motivation to success, and from success to job satisfaction were
also included). The mediation model had good fit in both samples:
Sample 1: �2(81) � 152.83, CFI � .96, SRMR � .05; and Sample
2: �2(110) � 247.87, CFI � .95, SRMR � .06. To test for partial
mediation, we included a path from the latent CSE variable to job
satisfaction. This additional path was not statistically significant in
either sample, nor did it improve model fit, suggesting that the
relationship of CSE with job satisfaction is fully mediated by
motivation orientations. The total effect of CSE on job satisfaction
in Sample 1 was .36 (the 95% confidence interval, or CI, � [.18,
.57]), which is composed of the indirect effects of CSE on satis-
faction through approach (indirect effect � .23, 95% CI [.09, .38])
and avoidance motivation (indirect effect � .15, 95% CI [.07, 23]).
The total effect of CSE on job satisfaction in Sample 2 was .33
(95% CI [.21, .45]), which is composed of the indirect effects of
CSE on satisfaction through approach (indirect effect � .07, 95%
CI [.01, .13]) and avoidance motivation (indirect effect � .26, 95%
CI [.15, .37]).

3 We also compared the fit of the hypothesized five-factor measurement
model with three alternate models: (a) a one-factor model where all
indicators loaded on a single factor, (b) a two-factor model where the CSE
and motivation orientation indicators loaded on one factor and the success
and satisfaction indicators loaded on another factor, and (c) a four-factor
model where the motivation orientation indicators loaded on one factor.
Each of these alternate models had significantly worse fit than the hypoth-
esized measurement model in both samples.

4 Paralleling these findings, adding direct paths from the CSE traits to
motivation orientations did not produce meaningful improvements in the
Sample 2 data. A full report of these supplemental analyses is available
from the first author upon request.
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We then tested a moderated mediation model by including the
two Motivation Orientation � Success interactions. The moder-
ated mediation model for Sample 1 is shown in Figure 1.5 Adding
the interactions did not significantly improve model fit, ��2(2) �
5.56, and the Success � Approach Orientation interaction was not
related to job satisfaction. We therefore tested a second model
where the path from the Success � Approach Orientation interac-
tion to job satisfaction was constrained to be zero. Model fit was
significantly better when the path from the Success � Approach
Orientation interaction was set to zero, ��2(1) � 4.67, indicating
that success only moderated the relation between avoidance ori-
entation and job satisfaction. The conditional indirect effect of
CSE on job satisfaction through avoidance motivation, which was
calculated using the approach outlined by Preacher, Rucker, and
Hayes (2007), was .23 (p � .05) when success was low and .09
(p � .05) when success was high. In order to ascertain the nature
of the moderated relation, we plotted the interaction following
Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken’s (2003) approach. Consistent
with our expectations, simple slope analyses indicated that the
negative relation of avoidance orientation with job satisfaction was
stronger when success was low (B � –.39, p � .05) versus high
(B � –.18, p � .05; see Figure 2). Similar results were observed
when we tested the moderated mediation model using the Sample
2 data (see Figure 3). Adding the interactions resulted in a signif-
icant improvement to model fit, ��2(2) � 8.48, though only the
avoidance interaction was statistically significant (p � .05). The
conditional indirect effect of CSE on job satisfaction through
avoidance motivation was .29 (p � .05) when success was low and
.03 (p � .05) when success was high. Consistent with our predic-
tions, simple slope analyses revealed that avoidance orientation
had a stronger negative relation with job satisfaction when success
was low (B � –.30, p � .05) versus high (B � –.09, ns; see Figure
4).

Discussion

Although approach/avoidance elements have been integral to
theorizing regarding the relation of CSE to job satisfaction (see
Judge et al., 1997), to date no studies have been conducted with
approach and avoidance as mediators of CSE’s effect on job
satisfaction. We used this approach/avoidance perspective on CSE
as a starting point and extended it by integrating predictions from

the HMAAM and RFT. Our findings support the prediction that
the effect of avoidance motivation on job satisfaction is stronger
when success is low (vs. high). However, contrary to predictions,
we did not find a significant interaction between approach orien-
tation and success for prediction of job satisfaction. Thus, we
found only partial support for the proposition that success and
approach/avoidance motivation interact to predict job satisfaction
(Brockner & Higgins, 2001). One potential explanation for this
finding may lie in the nature of the hedonic experiences generated
by the two interactions. In particular, studies have shown that
although successfully achieving an approach goal generates more
intense positive hedonic experiences in individuals (Idson et al.,
2000), negative emotions have more of an impact on evaluations
(such as job satisfaction) than do positive emotions (Baumeister,
Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001). As a result, the interac-
tion between avoidance goals and success may have a larger effect
on job satisfaction than the interaction between approach goals and
success. Alternately, the interaction between approach orientation
and success may simply not generalize outside experimental set-
tings to the field; if true, this finding would represent an important
contribution to research on this interaction effect, which has been
limited to lab settings (e.g., Idson et al., 2000).

Implications for CSE and Approach/Avoidance
Literatures

An approach/avoidance framework largely based on the
HMAAM has been advanced to account for effects of CSE on
outcome variables (Chang et al., 2012; Ferris et al., 2011). By
integrating the HMAAM with another major approach/avoidance
theory, RFT, our work extends approach/avoidance frameworks of
CSE and demonstrates how such frameworks can provide novel
insights into how CSE influences outcomes. Despite the partial
support for our hypotheses, we view the replication of a theoreti-
cally derived interaction effect across two samples as providing
strong support for approach/avoidance perspectives on CSE, given
that the nature of the interaction is hard to explain using alternate

5 To simplify the presentation of results, we do not include indicators
and factor loadings for the non-CSE variables in the figures. All factor
loadings were significant.

Table 4
Descriptive Statistics and Intercorrelations Among the Focal Variables in Sample 1

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Self-esteem (.88)
2. Self-efficacy .75�� (.82)
3. Locus of control .56�� .54�� (.78)
4. Emotional stability .63�� .55�� .38�� (.87)
5. Approach motivation .22� .28� .29� .18 (.84)
6. Avoidance motivation �.33�� �.40�� �.32�� �.53�� �.12 (.80)
7. Job satisfaction .15 .30�� .35�� .27�� .65�� �.40�� (.90)
8. Supervisor-rated success .13 .26�� .41�� .26�� .48�� �.38�� .34�� (.84)

Mean 3.25 3.23 3.69 3.43 3.74 2.67 3.82 3.56
SD 0.60 0.53 0.65 0.67 0.77 0.86 0.89 0.57

Note. N � 137 matched supervisor–subordinate pairs.
� p � .05. �� p � .01.
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theoretical perspectives to account for CSE’s effects (e.g., positive
self-evaluations spill over to other evaluations; Judge et al., 1997).

By integrating the HMAAM and RFT, our work contributes to
approach/avoidance literatures more generally. In highlighting the
ways in which individual differences and motivational orientations
overlap between the HMAAM and RFT, our article presents a
model not possible when either theory is considered in isolation.
By recognizing that approach/avoidance orientations and strategic
promotion and prevention foci are largely the same (Lanaj, Chang,
& Johnson, 2012; Scholer & Higgins, 2008) and that both chronic
regulatory focus and approach/avoidance temperaments represent
individual differences that influence motivation orientations, we
have presented a model integrating predictions from both the
HMAAM and RFT where a marker of approach/avoidance tem-
peraments (CSE) influences an outcome (job satisfaction) through
the an interaction posited by RFT. This integration broadens the
scope of RFT by implying that any indicator of approach/avoid-
ance temperaments may influence the strategic level of RFT, not
just chronic regulatory focus; it also refines predictions based on

the HMAAM by suggesting important boundary conditions that
may exist regarding relations between outcomes and the motiva-
tional mechanisms that comprise the mid-level of its hierarchy.
By providing an initial template, we hope our work inspires
greater crossover between the HMAAM and RFT literatures,
considering both theories paint a more complete picture than
either in isolation.

One question that arises from this integration (echoing concerns
raised by Summerville & Roese, 2008) is the role of ideal and
ought selves in RFT. We noted that chronic promotion and pre-
vention foci are essentially identical to approach/avoidance tem-
peraments, except that measures of chronic promotion and preven-
tion foci typically also assess ideal and ought selves. However, a
focus on the ideal or ought self may lead to a promotion or
prevention focus (chronic or strategic) but, from our perspective,
need not be a measured part of the foci. Researchers may examine
to what extent ideals and oughts should be included in chronic
regulatory focus measures, as this involves inferring the existence
of a construct by assessing its antecedents.

Table 5
Descriptive Statistics and Intercorrelations Among the Focal Variables in Sample 2

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Self-esteem (.73)
2. Self-efficacy .65�� (.89)
3. Locus of control .44�� .17�� (.75)
4. Emotional stability .64�� .41�� .46�� (.90)
5. Approach motivation .41�� .49�� .09 .24�� (.85)
6. Avoidance motivation �.54�� �.30�� �.47�� �.74�� �.13� (.90)
7. Job satisfaction .46�� .35�� .26�� .50�� .30�� �.44�� (.89)
8. Success .41�� .37�� .16� .37�� .33�� �.31�� .54�� (.92)

Mean 4.05 4.26 3.21 3.38 5.15 3.62 3.92 3.63
SD 0.62 0.56 0.72 0.81 0.91 1.40 0.95 0.96

Note. N � 227.
� p � .05. �� p � .01.

Figure 1. Moderated mediation model of core self-evaluation (CSE) predicting job satisfaction in Sample 1.
Solid and dashed lines represent significant and nonsignificant paths, respectively, at p � .05. Emo � emotional.
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Limitations and Future Directions

A potential limitation of our study is that common method
variance (CMV) may have influenced our results, as most data
were collected from a single source (except ratings of success in
Study 1). However, the observed interactions argue against such
influence, as interactions are robust against CMV (Evans, 1985).
Moreover, the observed relations of CSE with approach and avoid-
ance motivations are similar in magnitude to those reported in
studies using different measurement sources (Ferris et al., 2011). A
different limitation lies in the correlational nature of our data,
which rules out definitively establishing the causal ordering out-
lined in our models. Establishing causality with personality traits is
difficult, as manipulating personality is not feasible; our model is

however in line with dominant theoretical paradigms that hold that
personality traits influence domain-specific orientations (Lanaj et
al., 2012).

While our work has focused on explicit approach/avoidance
motivation orientations, such processes can also occur at implicit
levels (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Indeed, there is growing evidence
that basic markers of approach and avoidance motivation (e.g.,
positive and negative affectivity) operate outside awareness and
have implicit effects on behavior (Johnson, Tolentino, Rodopman,
& Cho, 2010). We suspect that some of the effects of CSE on
outcomes may unfold automatically. For example, the HMAAM
holds that approach and avoidance temperaments impact goal
setting (Elliot & Thrash, 2010). It is possible these goals impact

Figure 2. Workplace success by avoidance motivation interaction pre-
dicting job satisfaction in Sample 1.

Figure 3. Moderated mediation model of core self-evaluation (CSE) predicting job satisfaction in Sample 2.
Solid and dashed lines represent significant and nonsignificant paths, respectively, at p � .05. Emo � emotional.

Figure 4. Workplace success by avoidance motivation interaction pre-
dicting job satisfaction in Sample 2.
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behavior outside employees’ awareness and control. If so, then
approach- or avoidance-based effects of CSE may be larger than
acknowledged as CSE and its effects have been examined at
explicit levels.

Finally, although our work focused on individual differences in
approach/avoidance temperaments influencing approach/avoid-
ance orientations at work, such orientations can also be primed by
situational factors (Elliot & Harackiewicz, 1994; Higgins, 2001).
For example, some occupations involve tasks that inherently re-
quire vigilance toward negative stimuli (e.g., quality control or air
traffic control; Elliot, 2006), which may prime avoidance motiva-
tion. An extension of our logic would suggest that occupations
whose tasks are primarily avoidance focused would be character-
ized by lower levels of satisfaction for employees compared with
occupations that focus primarily on approaching positive stimuli
(e.g., a physical trainer). In particular, even in light of success on
the job, individuals in primarily avoidance-focused occupations
should be less likely to reap the benefits of satisfaction with their
work. Similarly, it has been suggested that leaders can influence
subordinates toward approach or avoidance orientations (Kark &
van Dijk, 2007); consequently, researchers may therefore find that
subordinate satisfaction ratings differ as a function of whether
approach or avoidance orientations have been primed in subordi-
nates.
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Appendix

Items Used to Measure Motivation Orientation in Study 1 (from Johnson & Chang, 2008)

Approach Motivation

1. My goal at work is to fulfill my potential to the fullest
in my job

2. I am focused on successful experiences that occur while
working

3. In general, I tend to think about positive aspects of my work

4. I see my job as a way for me to fulfill my hopes, wishes, and
aspirations

5. I think about the positive outcomes that my job can bring me

6. I feel happy when I have accomplished a lot at work

Avoidance Motivation

1. I am focused on failure experiences that occur while
working

2. I am fearful about failing to prevent negative outcomes
at work

3. In general, I tend to think about negative aspects of my
work

4. I feel anxious when I cannot meet my responsibilities at
work

5. I think about the negative outcomes associated with
losing my job

6. I sometimes feel anxious at work
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